Would You Like Sciatica to Be a Pain in the
Butt No More?
East Windsor, NJ (I-Newswire) July 26, 2013 - If you suffer from the pain and discomfort of
sciatica, you will want to visit the latest website offered by Opportunity Visions,
http://www.symptomsofsciatica.net.
Symptomsofsciatica.net is the latest in a series of sites from the niche website company, which is
devoted to bringing easily digestible, usable information to the general public. “Sciatica is a very
common and very uncomfortable condition, so we offer a wide range of informational articles to
help our visitors learn what they can do to help themselves,” said Sam Bayer, the company’s cofounder. “We provide people with the most accurate and up-to-date information possible on our
sites, no matter what the topic.”
Topics on the new website cover a broad range of sciatica-related information, from its various
causes, symptoms, and diagnosis, to both traditional and alternative treatments. In keeping with
its mission to provide only accurate, authoritative content, the Opportunity Visions site uses only
experts and opinion leaders to develop its content. It also provides research results and white
papers where applicable. The articles, designed for the general public, are easy to read and free
to download.
Opportunity Visions represents a new sort of direction for Internet education. According to
Bayer, “There is a void on the Internet, where many so-called ‘authority sites’ fail to provide
comprehensive or accurately detailed information for the average consumer. In contrast, we use
only expert writers to ensure our content is as accurate and as relevant as possible for our
visitors.” Many of the articles were written by co-founder, Miriam Ruff, a professional writer
and editor who is herself a sciatica sufferer. “I have used my extensive experience seeking relief
from my sciatica to flesh out all the articles,” said Ruff. “I don’t want others to have to suffer the
way I did.”
Opportunity Visions offers informational websites in a variety of fields, including TMJ
Dysfunction, Parrots, Disaster Preparedness and Speed-reading software.
For more information on Opportunity Visions and its extensive resources, contact Bayer at 609301-5135, or either Bayer or Ruff at pressOV@gmail.com. To learn more about sciatica and how
you can manage the condition, and to see Opportunity Visions’ work firsthand, visit
http://www.symptomsofsciatica.net.

